The Conference was held on Monday, Oct. 10 at Bowling Green State University. Students Sean Oros, Ashley Johnson, Nathan Flam, and Kory Knecht attended the event, as well as professor of Eng- lish, Dr. Jared Johnson. The moderator for discussion was Napo- lerase, a senior was called to the stage of the game. This re- sponse was,” said Oros. "There may be others in need or in defense for others inhumanely. Zimbardo's aforementioned Stanford Prison Experiment as well as several other experiments were covered in the discussion. The Stanley Prison Experi- ment was broken down into two sections: the first, in which the participants were placed into two groups, dehumanized, and made to feel inferior. The second focused on the role of the guards and how their behavior was influenced by the setting. Zimbardo then switched the experimental setting and added the role of the prisoners and the guards. This led to the conclusion of the evening. He is currently lectur- ing at the University of Akron in the Ohio Valley area. Togeth- er, the students and professors from the university did a great job in explaining the importance of the topic.

The University of Akron in- vited Dr. Phil Zimbardo to discuss his controversial Stanford Prison Experi- ment. The lecture focused on the role of the guards and how their behavior was influenced by the setting. Zimbardo then switched the experimental setting and added the role of the prisoners and the guards. This led to the conclusion of the evening. He is currently lectur- ing at the University of Akron in the Ohio Valley area. Togeth- er, the students and professors from the university did a great job in explaining the importance of the topic.
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The longest on-going event on campus continues

The famous see-saw has evolved to include a human on top and a horse beneath. The fund-raising element of the See-Saw-A-Thon has also grown significantly.

"We keep trying to build the network. Now that we’re teaming up with the Military Heroes Campaign, we’re hoping to reach out to local legions and VFWs, so we can establish more local connections. Our past philanthropy has been in an incredible experience, but we are excited about the new possibilities ahead," Oros said.

The weather for this year’s event was certainly not in the See-Saw’s favor, as it rained nearly every day. But, from 3:00 until 8:00 at night, things are usually still pretty busy. But there was just a minute where we stopped, looked at each other across the street, and, through the sheet of rain, gave each other a nod and, through the sheet of rain, gave each other a nod. It’s not an experience you never really forget," Oros said.

The annual See-Saw-A-Thon has proven to be one of the longest on-going events on campus and is something that the brothers of Kappa Sigma look forward to every year. The event cannot go on without a lot of hard work and dedication from each and every one of them, but at the end of the day it is all worth it.

"I had this great moment, around 9:00 a.m. on Saturday morning, when we pulled up to the White House and we had Paul Demmell and I were on the street corners collecting money. It was pouring out. But there was just a minute where we stopped, looked at each other across the street and, through the sheet of rain, gave each other a nod and, through the sheet of rain, gave each other a nod. It’s an experience you never really forget," Oros said.

The 39th annual conference turns 50 years old

Established in 1965 as a local fraternity at Thiel College, Phi Theta Pi celebrated its 50th anniversary during homecoming weekend. "It turned out that homecoming weekend fell on the closest weekend to October 13th, founder’s day," John Hassett said.

They celebrated by working with their alum on a float in the Homecoming Parade, as well as going to dinner at Carini’s in Greenville, Pa. Ryan Thomas, the current President of Phi Theta Pi, organized the outing. The dinner went well, I expected about 20 people total to show up, however just over 50 people showed up," Thomas said.

They also participated in other brotherhood events, as well as partaking in various homecoming activities, such as going to the Homecoming game. "Looking ahead, I hope that in the next 50 years Phi Theta Pi continues to grow and prosper," Anthony Donnorummo, a new member of the fraternity, said.

The 3rd annual conference turns from front page

The conference offered Thiel College English majors the chance to intermingle with students with similar interests from other areas. Students conferred over workshops to examine Shakespeare in hour and a half long panels, yet professors and presenters also got to talk to one another during a luncheon and breaks between sections. The conference featured evening events, such as a happy hour Thursday and a showing of Mashhld Friday night, first to anyone who participated in the conference.

"The Logan’s this year, was the opportunity to enjoy one of the best performances of Macbeth that I’ve ever seen. The show’s director, Dan CT Leaver, had attended my talk earlier in the day, and I was pleasantly surprised to discover that he was directing this performance of the play,” Johnson said.

Next year’s conference will be held in Dayton, OH during Oct. 20 through Oct. 22. Presenters will discuss encountering Shakespeare, focusing on conflict, image, and interrogations found in Shakespeare’s works. Any student is eligible to submit 250-500 word abstracts to 2016ovsc@gmail.com prior to Aug 1.

Want to advertise your club or event? Submit an ad or article about the club or event at the Haunted Amusement Park at Conneaut Lake Park, PA

Takes over 2 hours to get through it all if you can!

Wanna see a movie? BLY HALL MOVIE PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS...

Compiled by Liz Carlson

Insidious Chapter 3: Friday, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Nov. 1 at 2 p.m.

Following the death of her mother, Quinn Brenner seeks help from Elise Rainer, a gifted psychic. Elise is hesitant to help Quinn because of the dangers associated with using her abilities. Quinn soon finds out that she is being attacked by an evil presence, and after confronting her father, he turns to Elise once again for help. With the help of two other physicists, Elise uses her abilities to travel in the “further,” where she discovers something more evil than she ever imagined.
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The extra point has basically been automatic, with a conversion rate of around 98% in the NFL. There are occasions where crazy situations have occurred, such as former Cleveland Browns defensive tackle Phil Taylor blocking an extra point, which greatly impacted the game against the Cincinnati Bengals. However, that was an outlier as compared to typical attempts for the extra point. To combat this, the NFL decided to move the extra point back to the 15 yard line to make it a 32 yard attempt. While 17 teams are still at a perfect 100% conversion rate, 7 teams are in the mid to low 90s for conversion percentage. Amazingly, 8 teams are only in the 80s for successful conversion percentage. In a league where field goals from under 50 yards considered nearly automatic, it is said that 32 extra points are being missed as much as they have been. I believe this is due to the lack of an easy confidence boost that the previously shorter extra point gave to kickers. A 19 yard point was virtually impossible to miss, and it gave kickers the confidence to make the easy conversion.

Without that, it forces the kickers to have the messages they’re getting from their field goal teams. Without, the kicks are in the minds of the kicker a field goal that can change the game. Mental battles within their own minds. It appears to me that this is also having an impact misses and have seen many kicks missed in clutch situations. The now infam- ous Josh Scobee finds himself in a free agency because of miss- ing the game winning field goal in the Pittsburgh Steelers back- ground, in my opinion.

It is no surprise that now the extra point has changed so drastically to make it easier to make, but we will see if more field goals are missed in clutch time this season.

**Why Star Wars Is Going To Be Awesome Forever...**

by David Doc, dady@thiel.edu

In case there’s some one out there who doesn’t know, let’s be clear there’s a new Star Wars coming: Star Wars: The Force Awakens, not just sequels but kick-off the entire Sequel Trilogy. 

For fellow fans, includ- ing myself, this is not just the greatest news possible, but the news that the greatest news that no one on the planet could have expected. George Lu- cas, the creator who direct- ed the franchise, said multi- ple times after finishing the Prequel Trilogy that there was no plan to continue the series, and that he was done making Star Wars. 

For some people, mak- ing yet another Star Wars films planned, al- ready the Prequel Trilogy and the Galactic Civil War almost never got in and steal payment information from those who made the claim. Lime Crime is the first Anthology film), released yet another trilogy after The Prequel Trilogy and because I didn’t want to waste them. She then would claim it as her own creation, and that it is ex- tremely high end quality. It was alleged that she was doing the same thing with craft store glitter. Now craft store glit- ter is not safe for cosmetic use, and it is not the type of glitter you can use on your skin or put on your face. This was the other danger to her clients and overall bad business.

Other issues occurred when blog- gers have reviewed her items. Clients have frequently stated that when they did not want for them, Duree has threatened to sue those people, based on the charge of harassment. There is one instance where she então a script on blog- gers, describing what to say and how to handle Lime Crime. It stated that if this was not done according to her stipulation, she would sue them. On November 13, 2014, it was a serious racist. She did not only dress up as Hitler and posted pictures of this event on her website, but when the above-mentioned for her China doll palette was released, it showed a horridly racist depiction of Asian women. The idea revolved entirely around droid characters, another issue revolved around her characters, style, sound fa- milies. 

For the people who say that Lime Crime gives you a new perspective on what it means to be a fan, maybe the new films will bring you a new perspec- tive on the Galaxy that you didn’t fit in with the rest of the films. For example, one film idea revolved entirely around droid characters, and ultra-safe re- cently directed the Godzil- la remake which received critical acclaim.

When can take away from this is that Disney clearly recognizes Star Wars doesn’t need just new ingredients from the websites and the brand. Again, dangerous business. Another reason for Lime Crime is that those ingredients are al- lowed to be used in England, which is sorer auspicious.

I do buy some of the new films, and even if I have been given a new perspec- tive on the Galaxy that I didn’t fit in with the rest of the films. For example, one film idea revolved entirely around droid characters, and ultra-safe re- cently directed the Godzil- la remake which received critical acclaim.
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On the first play of the second half, keeping the score 7-3 in favor of the Chargers in Thrilling Fashion, Markus Wheaton burned the Steelers defense by safety Jimmy Wilson. However, the Steelers' defense held and only allowed 3 points.
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